
Growing You

Traits before Skills

Bernard Yee (he/him/”Bernie”)



A model for translating your extracurricular 
activities into making you a more effective game 
developer

(so now you have no excuse not to 
do the things you love to do!)



Things I’ve shipped



Traits vs. Skills







Traits vs. Skills

● Traits: “features of your character”

● Skills: “things you do well”



Traits vs. Skills

Hypothesis: how fast/well you learn/apply skills are (in 

large part) dependent on your traits.



What are your traits?

Take a second to reflect, and think about the framing.



Some primers for you
● Grit.

● Bravery.

● Curiosity.

● Discipline.

● Empathy.

● Enthusiasm.

● Optimism.

● Humility.

● Ambition.



How do we build on our traits?



How do we build on our traits?

(Deliberate) practice, practice, practice



Anyone here have a hobby?



My hobby as a travel guide



Being a mediocre bike racer is great 

for a growth mindset.

I have no choice but to be in a 

growth mindset, because I’m not 

very good.



Things that make my practice 

deliberate
● Working with structure 

● Learning

● Measuring progress

● Staying outside comfort zone

● Experimenting in an infinite growth space

● Knowing my growth is asymptotic

● Being competitive with mutual respect
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Discipline

Grit

Bravery

Humility



Hobby as metaphor

A hobby can feel like work!

Bernie training in the Austin rain (for “fun”)



Metaphor != real thing

The differences are critical.

Similarities are just as 

important!

2019 World Championship Road Race, 

Yorkshire



Lessons I learned

Bravery



Lessons I learned

Resilience



Lessons I learned

Embracing your strengths        …and your weaknesses



Taking this to work

This is all fine and good, but how did I apply this?



Looking at myself

“What’s it like to work with Bernie?”

How can I make this better?



Humility

Performance review season



Humility



Ambiguity

“We’re making a VR what now?”



Resilience

Try, reflect, adapt. But don’t forget to commit.



How can you apply this?

The process is what matters; the details can be swapped 

out.



Find a space to fail

● Failure should be consequential, so you can learn

● You need to do this, yet more often than not, it’s 

NSFW 



A balancing act

● On negative self-talk vs humility vs confidence vs 

over-confidence



What’s preventing you from 

committing?

“But I’m not good at those things!”



Work/Life balance isn’t separation

They inform each other.



What’s the thing you love(d) to do but 

find yourself afraid of doing?

Commit.

Find a path to making yourself better at it.
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Some Tools
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Thanks for coming. 

facebook.com/bernard.yee

@tripworks

More chat: West Hall, Overlook 2014,


